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I juﬆ have an overarching disree for business in
general, for the forces of capitalism and how they
contradi the needs of the people and the intereﬆs of art.
Ani DiFranco

I   Ani DiFranco spoke these words in

an interview with John Teshima to explain why she began to record independently of large, established record companies and, more importantly,
why she continues to do so. Independent, or “indie,” musicians and artists most often seem to have a political or philosophical message which
leads them to, or requires, indie production, a message that they refuse to
compromise in order to market and sell their work. I invoke Ani DiFranco
and indie musicians because the book publishing industry seems to be
faced with a similar conundrum: to produce and market works which will
sell and sell a lot or to maintain a commitment to a philosophical world
view and trust that the “product” will sell regardless. I do not know if we
can fairly call Broadview Press an “indie publisher,” but it is certainly an
independent book publisher with a clear vision. Based in Peterborough,
Ontario, with offices in Guelph, Halifax, and Calgary, Broadview prides
itself on its independent status, “with no affiliation to any larger publishESC .– (March/June ): –
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ing house or media conglomerate” (Broadview website). According to
the Broadview Press mandate, this Canadian publishing house produces
high quality scholarly books in paperback so that they are immediately
affordable for academics, the general public, and students. One can analyze this rationale quite quickly to determine that the textbook market is
particularly lucrative for Broadview, especially if they focus on inexpensively constructed paperbacks. Who can blame Broadview for attempting
to establish a lucrative niche for itself? In this economic climate where
publishers are turning to non-fiction and away from traditional “literary” fiction, where large publishing conglomerates such as Penguin mass
produce literary “classics” in paperback, and where the Canadian media
corporations have exploded in size (witness the recent Bell Globemedia’s
takeover of  Ltd. to become CTV globemedia), any publishing house
that manages to survive is doing well. More than mere survival, however,
Broadview has located its place in the Canadian market, turning a profit for
“eight of the past nine years” (Broadview website). eir editions of older,
often only marginally classic texts are quite special, with their detailed,
scholarly introductions and fascinating appendices boasting contemporary
reviews and excerpts from scholarly works and other material relevant
for establishing the cultural context of the piece in question. While the
website claims that the term “broadview” represents the wide spectrum
of perspectives this publishing house embraces, the introductions and
appendices which characterize the books clearly demark Broadview editions as arising from a distinctively cultural studies philosophy.
Of course, most publishing houses attempt to corner a specific market.
Ashgate Press, for example, approaches the field with a completely different mandate than Broadview. Ashgate produces only hardcover, small-run
scholarly books aimed primarily at the university library. eir editions
are expensive, but they enable swift and focused publication. ey are
not intended as textbooks. On the other hand, the Norton Critical Editions, designed as textbooks, are competition for Broadview. Similar to
Broadview texts, Norton Critical Editions append relevant material that
establishes the social and historical context, in addition to critical articles,
both recent and contemporary. Broadview tends to focus on the historical material.
Broadview’s texts are not only affordable and teaching-friendly, however; they differ from Norton’s Critical Editions in the way that they are
also deftly political. In her landmark essay of , “Feminist Criticism in
the Wilderness,” Elaine Showalter discusses gynocritics, or the examination of literature by women. Showalter explains that gynocritics is “the
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study of women as writers, and its subjects are the history, styles, themes,
genres, and structures of writing by women; the pychodynamics of female
creativity; the trajectory of the individual or collective female career; and
the evolution and laws of a female literary tradition” (). Broadview publishes an array of texts by men and women and in many fields, with a focus,
perhaps, on English Studies and other humanities, particularly with their
Broadview Literary Texts and Broadview Editions series. However, because
of my specific interest in women writers, I will focus on Broadview’s work
in this area. Broadview contributes to the gynocritics enterprise primarily
by putting back into print many “lost” or undervalued women writers. For
a few examples, between  and , Broadview produced editions
of Susanna Centlivre’s  e Wonder: A Woman Keeps a Secret (ed.,
John O’Brien), Sarah Fielding’s  e Governess (ed., Candace Ward),
Mary Robinson’s  A Letter to the Women of England and e Natural
Daughter (ed., Sharon M. Setzer), Eliza Lynn Linton’s  e Rebel of
the Family (ed., Deborah T. Meem), and Ella Hepworth Dixon’s  e
Story of a Modern Woman (ed., Steve Farmer). I should add one caveat
here, of course. I cannot know what works Broadview has not accepted
for publication; however, they certainly appear to be committed to making
available overlooked female writers. In the particular area of recovering
women writers Broadview outpaces Norton, as Norton’s focus seems to
be on already-established classics in a broad range of areas.

Teaching Broadview: Anthologies

In , Broadview published a scholarly edition of L. M. Montgomery’s
 Anne of Green Gables, the classic Canadian novel of the red-headed
orphan who moves to Prince Edward Island and finds acceptance. Taking
my cue from Broadview’s approach, I will examine their edition of Anne
in the context of their mandate and the types of editions they produce.¹
e focus on teachable texts is one of Broadview’s strengths, such as its
now-classic e Broadview Reader (third edition ), a collection of
non-fiction essays helpful for teaching writing. Study questions follow
 is review article will focus on L. M. Montgomery’s Anne of Green Gables, ed.

Cecily Devereux (Peterborough: Broadview, ). It will also review the following Broadview texts: Gaunce, Julia, and Suzette Mayr, eds. e Broadview
Anthology of Short Fiction (; reprinted with corrections ); Yonge,
Charlotte Mary, e Clever Woman of the Family, ed. Clare A. Simmons
(); Winkfield, Unca Eliza, e Female American, ed. Michelle Burnham
(; reprinted ); Opie, Amelia, e Father and Daughter with Dangers
of Coquetry, eds. Shelley King and John B. Pierce (). Other Broadview texts
mentioned appear in the Works Cited.
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It would be
interesting for
the student of
short fiction to
have a similar
overview of
the genre of
short fiction in
The Broadview
Anthology of
Short Fiction.

each essay, for example. Similarly, the recent Broadview Anthology of
Short Fiction, edited by Julia Gaunce and Suzette Mayr, collects a range
of short stories one can find in similar anthologies, such as those put
out by Norton, Prentice Hall, HarperCollins, and Bedford. However, the
Broadview book is less expensive than its competition. It is also shorter, has
significant Canadian content, and presents strong, if short, introductions
to each story. e twenty-six selections run the gamut from early American, such as Nathanial Hawthorne and Edgar Allan Poe, to contemporary
First Nations writer Eden Robinson, covering a range of national, ethnic,
and cultural backgrounds. A professor at a Canadian institution may be
more interested in such an anthology with a stronger representation of
Canadian writers. A glossary at the end defines key literary terms, a helpful
tool for students, which again underscores Broadview’s mandate.
On the other hand, and the price to pay for a smaller, less expensive
book, e Broadview Anthology of Short Fiction does not offer particularly
insightful introductions. Its short Preface justifies the selections and how
the anthology was conceived as a text for a one-term course. e introductions to the individual writers are standard fare: short biographies that
give way to the artist’s central concerns, particularly as they are manifest
in the selected story. e editors might look back to Broadview’s Nineteenth-Century Stories by Women: An Anthology (, reprinted in ).
In this collection, Glennis Stephenson writes an introductory overview of
women writers’ contributions to the short fiction genre, focused on the
nineteenth century. It would be interesting for the student of short fiction
to have a similar overview of the genre of short fiction in e Broadview
Anthology of Short Fiction.
is anthology was reprinted with corrections in  because of several typos and mistakes in the first version. Unfortunately, some typos
remain. In Kate Chopin’s “e Story of an Hour,” one line is marred by
a typo that drastically changes the meaning of the sentence. When the
character Mrs Mallard realizes that her husband is dead, she opens her
arms in joy and the words should read: “ere would be no one to live for
during those coming years.” An additional word confounds the meaning in
Broadview’s version: “ere would be no one to live for her during those
coming years” (), which may mislead the unknowing reader into the
assumption that her husband had treated her much better than he did. I
did not catch such significant typos elsewhere, but the presence of this
significant mistake certainly makes one uneasy.
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Broadview Editions: Clever Women, Native Princesses, and
Coquettes
Having more in common with Broadview’s edition of Anne are the editions
of novels by women writers. As I have mentioned, Broadview produces
affordable editions of teachable texts, and while some of these are not
particularly new offerings, Broadview manages to put a new spin on their
editions. In part, Broadview accomplishes this through intelligent academic introductions that not only offer a snapshot of received criticism
but also extend new analysis of the work and validate the importance of
the specific writer. In addition to the academic introductions, however,
Broadview encourages the editors to compile relevant historical materials,
a practice which clearly marks this publishing house as committed to a
historicist or cultural studies model of literary analysis.
Several fairly recently reprinted novels from Broadview Editions and
Broadview Literary Texts demonstrate the press’s approach to editing.
Clare A. Simmons’s Introduction to Charlotte Mary Yonge’s e Clever
Woman of the Family (Broadview, ) offers a very fresh and fascinating
perspective to Yonge criticism. Yonge’s  novel details the sometimes
humorous and sometimes tragic trials and tribulations of a well-intended
but misguided Blue Stocking, Rachel Curtis. While Simmons leads with a
standard biography, she troubles it by referring to the unmarried Yonge’s
same-sex friendships and the silence of her biographers regarding them.
Simmons hints that Yonge’s love for her friend Marianne Dyson and her
relationship with Gertrude Walter resonated with romantic intensity, even
while she admits that “most likely Yonge lived her entire life without sexual
experience” (). While many Yonge scholars have focused on Yonge’s
public anti-feminist declarations, Simmons takes a more nuanced route
by suggesting that Yonge was no “radical feminist” specifically (). Setting the tone for Yonge criticism to follow, scholar Georgina Battiscombe
writes in the Afterword to Virago’s e Clever Woman of the Family ()
that Yonge “was emphatically no feminist” (Battiscombe ). Battiscombe
took issue with Virago’s attempt to recuperate Yonge to a feminist position
(“Georgina Battiscombe”). However, Simmons complicates Battiscombe’s
viewpoint by re-examining Yonge’s relationship to the woman question.
Simmons proposes to discuss “the novel in its original contexts” as a way
to understand precisely what Yonge was saying about women and sexuality (), again reading the text through an historical lens. Notably, Yonge
was one of the most popular writers of the nineteenth century, who has
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since fallen from popularity; Broadview’s edition ensures that her work
continues to be read and taken seriously.
e appendices that Simmons includes are fascinating. She explains
the “Surplus Women Debate” of mid-Victorian England: the  census
declared that women outnumbered men, which posed a social dilemma
for England. What were all these women to do? Simmons includes five
responses to this debate because Yonge’s Clever Woman emerges clearly
as a response to the responses. ese excerpts vary from the sympathetic
but conservative Margaret Oliphant to the satirical Richard Ash King’s
“Discussion” in the style of Jonathan Swift’s “A Modest Proposal,” where
fictional conversationalists propose female infanticide and polygamy as
the solution. Simmons also includes important extracts from writings by
John Henry Newman, Yonge herself, and John Saul Howson on the Oxford
Movement, the religious movement which had a tremendous influence
on Yonge. Appendix C recounts contemporary reports of the  “Indian
Mutiny” from the Illustrated London News, which Simmons notes was
read by Yonge’s characters. And finally, in order to show the fairly common usage of the term “clever woman,” Simmons includes a piece from
Anne Mozley’s “Clever Woman” first published in Blackwood’s Magazine
in . Notably missing from Simmons’s appendices are contemporary
reviews and scholarly responses to this novel, which usually characterize
Broadview texts.
Michelle Burnham’s Introduction to Unca Eliza Winkfield’s  e
Female American (Broadview , reprinted ) similarly sketches the
historical moment and does so in order to build a case for the cultural
significance of this undervalued, largely dismissed novel. Burnham points
out that, while following in the tradition of Robinson Crusoe, the heroine
of this novel is not only female but also “birarcial, multilingual, and boasts
a transnational heritage” (). Winkfield, the first-person narrator, is both
British and a native princess who experiences all types of fascinating
adventures, replete with requisite shipwreck. While the author’s actual
identity (and arguably gender) remains a mystery, the novel itself is an
original retelling of the Crusoe tale. Burnham suggests that Winkfield’s
novel is a feminist utopia complicated by the confusing narration at the
end of the novel in which the female narrator’s voice disappears behind a
male’s. rough this edition and the cogent Introduction, Burnham, and
Broadview, are thus reassessing a lost women writer, in the same way that
Aphra Behn’s Oroonoko, devalued and ignored for centuries, was recovered
by feminist critics in the s.
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Burnham includes English and American sources in her appendices:
excerpts from Aphra Behn’s Oroonoko, Daniel Defoe’s Robinson Crusoe,
and Peter Longueville’s e Hermit, in addition to reports from the
Americas by omas Hariot, George Percy, and John Smith. All of these
texts are important for demonstrating not only attitudes toward America
but also the English public’s fascination with travel narratives about the
“new world.” Burnham also includes two brief reviews from , the only
contemporary reviews of the novel. One review is particularly contemptuous: Winkfield’s “memoirs seem to be calculated only for the wild Indian
to whom she is so closely allied” ().
In , Shelley King and John Pierce brought Amelia Opie’s e Father
and Daughter with Dangers of Coquetry to a new edition. Opie’s  novel,
e Father and Daughter, tells the story of a young woman seduced by
a rake, whereas her  work Dangers of Coquetry depicts the moral
comeuppance of a young woman given to flirtations. eir Introduction,
like the others, is historically grounded, here in an understanding of the
literature of sensibility and, particularly notable, Opie’s treatment of madness. King and Pierce connect Opie’s interest with madness to England’s
concern with it in “the wake of the very public mania of King George III”
(). King and Pierce successful re-evaluate and re-place Opie, an overlooked writer from the eighteenth-century, in her historical moment. As
part of this project, they collect a very extensive and lengthy number of
appendices. e appendices are half of the volume themselves. King and
Pierce first extract from Opie’s letters to various individuals relating to
the two novels. While these letters are interesting, they do not seem to
add much understanding to the historical context or to the conditions of
production. Following that are contemporary reviews and then contemporary responses, which include excerpts from letters and magazine articles
and a poem from e Gentleman’s Magazine inspired by Opie’s novel. e
unspoken point of all these appendices is the overwhelming influence
Opie’s e Father and Daughter exerted. Indeed, the next few appendices
cite passages from and reviews of the following works: the opera L’Agnese,
an Italian adaptation of Opie’s novel; Mrs C. Kemble’s Smiles and Tears, a
work inspired by Opie; e Lear of Private Life, a play by W. T. Moncrieff,
also based on Opie’s novel. e appendices that I think are most interesting
are the three that cite extracts from works about contemporary attitudes
toward key themes in the two novels. For example, King and Pierce excerpt,
among others, Hannah More on chastity and Joseph Addison on coquetry.
eir section on madness is astounding as they present Opie’s account of a
visit to a madhouse from Cecilia Lucy Brightwell’s Memorials of the Life of
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point of all these
appendices is
the
overwhelming
influence Opie’s
The Father
and Daughter
exerted.

Amelia Opie, alongside various treatises and proposals detailing attitudes
toward madness. ey finish with variants in the editions of e Father
and Daughter, a very helpful resource for the scholar of Opie, and again
a point for Broadview indicating that its editions are not meant only as
textbooks but also as scholarly resources.

Anne of Green Gables Never Change

With its focus on academic rigour, historical context, and student friendliness, Broadview is a publisher that continues to produce quality books.
eir edition of Anne of Green Gables, edited by Cecily Devereux, is very
different on many levels than the previous three books I have discussed.
Anne is much more a popular “classic,” even if Montgomery and Anne have
not traditionally been considered canonical. In this regard, Broadview is
not locating an overlooked text by a woman writer. Yet, their gynocritics
approach remains evident, as their volume of Anne is a much-needed
scholarly edition of this popular novel. Editions of this novel proliferate:
Seal, Puffin, New Canadian Library, Scholastic, to name just a few. None
are particularly academic in their approach. In , Wendy Barry, Margaret Anne Doody, and Mary E. Doody Jones produced a large-format
hardcover version, e Annotated Anne of Green Gables (Oxford ).
While e Annotated Anne appends interesting historical material and
includes a lengthy Introduction, the glossy, expensive format of this edition is prohibitive for the student and seems to be directed primarily at
the Anne fan. Devereux’s edition, then, contributes a relatively inexpensive and scholarly text, one that clearly addresses the undergraduate and
scholarly audience. However, Broadview is facing competition for its Anne.
In July , Penguin reissued Anne in its Black Classics series, with an
Introduction by Canadian writer, Lisa Moore. is edition does not seem
to be a scholarly one. In the fall of , Norton added a critical edition of
Anne of Green Gables to the field, edited by eminent Montgomery scholars
Mary Rubio and Elizabeth Waterston, complete with contemporary and
recent reviews and articles.²
While following, at first, the same pattern as the Introduction for e
Annotated Anne, Devereux’s detailed Introduction to the Broadview edition of Anne of Green Gables offers new scholarship on this novel. Like
Simmons’s work on Yonge, Devereux’s assessment of the novel focuses
 At the time of writing this review, neither Penguin’s or Norton’s editions had hit
the bookshelves, so I am unable to offer a detailed comparison.
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in part on Montgomery’s representation of gender and her uneasy relationship to feminism. By placing Montgomery in the context of contemporary attitudes toward women, Devereux concludes that “Anne should
be understood in relation to the principles of feminism of the so-called
first wave or, loosely, the period between the s and the s” ().
Devereux’s conclusion about Anne’s feminism is consistent with much
Montgomery criticism: for example, Mary Rubio argues that, in her novels,
Montgomery “embed[s] a countertext of rebellion” while still reinforcing
“all the prevailing ideologies” (Rubio ). Devereux writes that Montgomery
“presents a model of gendered success and configures a range of potentially
‘feminist’ heroines such as Anne at the same time that she seems to limit
these possibilities for most women” (). However, while she forwards a
similar argument, Devereux offers a new perspective on Anne by grounding the novel in the discourse on feminism and women’s role at the time
that it was produced.
Like the other editions, Devereux’s appendices supplement her arguments in the Introduction. Her brief notes introducing each appendix
offer a more clear justification and explanation than the others tended
to do, however. Devereux first collects “Selected Montgomery Stories
Before Anne,” which present “a compelling indication of Montgomery’s
writing practices of revising and reworking material and of negotiating
particular domestic genres” (). ese stories contain early versions of
incidents that are reprised in Anne of Green Gables. For example, Devereux
gathers several stories such as “Patty’s Mistake” from Zion’s Herald and
“e Cake that Prissy Made” from e Congregationalist and Christian
World that introduce the “cake-mistake” episode, where Anne flavours
the cake’s icing with liniment. Devereux also indicates Montgomery’s
attitudes toward writing, particularly women writing, by reproducing her
article from Everywoman’s World, “e Way to Make a Book.” Devereux
suggests that this article demonstrates Montgomery’s belief that “writing
[is] a moral undertaking” (). Most fascinating are the two conflicted
articles Montgomery wrote that Devereux groups under “Montgomery
and Gender.” One, “e irty Sweet Girl Graduates of Dalhousie University” reveals the “full ambivalence of Montgomery’s feminism,” according
to Devereux (). e other is an interview entitled, “Famous Author
and Simple Mother” and “suggests that Montgomery’s views were deeply
traditional and arguably anti-feminist in , more compellingly, perhaps,
than they had been in the first decade of the century,” in Devereux’s words
(). Devereux’s arguments here are extremely insightful and important,
not just for Montgomery scholarship but for the history of feminism.
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Devereux follows this appendix with one that extracts passages from
the “Pansy” novels by Isabella Macdonald Alden which Montgomery’s
characters read and which exacted an influence on Montgomery’s writing.
is is the only appendix which does not seem as relevant or necessary to
me, particularly since other works, such as poems by Tennyson, also influenced Montgomery and her characters and arguably to a greater degree.
Finally, Devereux presents selected reviews from  to  from various
publications, such as the New York Times Saturday Review of Books, the
Globe, and the Spectator.

Footnotes, Glossaries, and Appendices

While I deeply appreciate the Broadview editions, from the very physicality
of their handsome black bindings and beautiful covers and their commitment to using a percentage of recycled paper to the thoughtful editing, I
do have a few reservations. ey are minor, which speaks to the quality
of these books.
I hesitated over some of the footnotes in Anne of Green Gables and
checked through other Broadview novels to discover that they did not
do the same, for the most part. e majority of Devereux’s notes to Anne
are thorough, interesting, and add a dimension of understanding to the
primary text. Happily, they are also at the bottom of the page for the
reader’s convenience, rather than collected at the end of the volume. For
some examples: Devereux points out the origins or popularity of some
phrases, such as Anne’s famous statement that “ere was more scope for
the imagination.” Devereux cites Laurence Sterne, George Eliot, and Mary
Wollstonecraft as writers who used this phrase earlier. She also makes
frequent, helpful references to Fairchild’s Dictionary of Textiles so that the
reader can understand the significance of the fabrics Montgomery chooses.
She also cites Oxford English Dictionary definitions in order to offer explanation. When Anne calls Mrs Blewett a “gimlet” for example, Devereux
quotes the  definition, “A kind of boring tool,” and adds that “Anne
seems to mean that Mrs. Blewett appears to her to be sharp and angular”
(). What are troublesome are the Oxford English Dictionary definitions
without explanation, however. One example should suffice, although there
are several. Devereux footnotes “gable” with this sentence: “Gable: ‘e
vertical piece of wall at the end of a ridge roof, from the level of the eaves to
the summit’ ()” (, original italics). My concern is the encouragement
here for the student to rely on the text before them rather than turning
to the dictionary themselves. If it is a standard definition that requires no
further explanation, I would hope students would have the wherewithal
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to turn to the dictionary themselves. e other editions do not footnote
in quite the same way, with the exception of King and Pierce’s edition of
Opie’s two novels, although they only seem to do this only for Dangers
of Coquetry and then primarily for French words borrowed into English,
such as “beau,” “belle,” and “bon mots.”
If we cannot trust the students to look up words they do not know in
the dictionary, I wonder about the degree to which students will engage
with the often-extensive appendices. Arguably, these additional materials
provide important background for students in graduate courses or upperyear seminars. And, they present strong historical documents that professors can incorporate into assignments. In the technology-driven twentyfirst century, when professors have much ado to encourage students to
read the primary text in the first place, I cannot help but wonder if students
will explore the richness of the secondary materials. I also both appreciated
and lamented the brief explanations for these secondary materials. at
the editors rely on the reader to make the connections between the primary and secondary texts is admirable and can potentially lead to insights
beyond those the editor might have had in mind. However, Devereux was
one of the only editors to explain in greater detail her justification for
including most of her appendices; her explanations were insightful and
gave a stronger immediate reason for the material’s inclusion.

Broadview Unplugged

Beyond the odd typo here and there and my trivial concerns about notes
and appendices, Broadview’s editions of literary novels by women are
exemplary. Indeed, I think so highly of these books that I worried that I
was being too laudatory of Broadview and had lost a sense of objectivity.
en, I attended the  Children’s Literature Association Conference
in Los Angeles. At dinner with several scholars from the U.S. and Canada,
the subject of Broadview came up quite inadvertently. Over pasta and red
wine, these academics effused about Broadview’s work. When I prodded
for more detail, one Canadian professor declared, “You cannot teach
nineteenth-century literature without using Broadview.” And perhaps, in
the final analysis, that’s all that needs to be said.

Indie Publishing Revisited: An update

In May , according to Quill and Quire (November ), University of
Toronto Press acquired Broadview’s entire catalogue of social sciences and
history books, setting up a new subdivision called  Higher Education.
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is exchange provided a much-needed cash infusion for fiscally-troubled
Broadview, leaving it with its inventory in English Studies and Philosophy,
along with its new fiction wing, Freehand Books. In these economically
uneasy times, then, Broadview has managed to remain independent, if
significantly smaller.
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